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It hasn’t looked like this for more
than 70 years. ‘Wayfarer’ undergoing
restoration. Story inside.
– Photograph by Peter Smithms

June 2013

Scuttlebutt

Presidents Report

Alan Stannard

Our May meeting was very well attended, 82 members and their
guests came along to hear our guest speaker Angela Catterns give a
presentation titled “Boats of my Life”.
Angela
is
a
proud owner of
a
wonderful
sailing
yacht
named Solveig,
being one of the
Folkboat design
sloops. Angela
told us of the
many tales she
got up to when
growing up with
her family at
Wrights
Point
82 members and their guests attended
on
the
Drummoyne shore. Her late father, Basil had many boats and the odd
painter’s punt which floated by with the incoming tide and brother
David who had an interesting sailing class Moth made with clinker
planks!!
Congratulations go to Angela’s mother who turned 91 on the day of
the presentation and thanks again Angela for being our guest
speaker instead of going to your recently enrolled Meteorology
(weather) course.
A very rounding thank you applause was given to Angela after she
received our customary WBA etch wine glass, a bottle of wine and
two nautical coffee mugs to go aboard Solveig.
The association was delighted when Angela decided on the night to
become a member; we look forward to seeing Angela at future
meetings and outings.
This years Working with Wood Show is fast approaching and will be
held on the weekend of 26-28 July 2013 at Homebush. Ross McLean
our Vice President (ph: 0425 330 560) would like to hear from any
members willing to volunteer some of their time to man our WBA
stand at this show. We will have on display our “Mock up Boatshed”,
various types of boats and demonstrations. This is a great
opportunity to promote our association.
Entry passes on the day will be provided for those members assisting
on the stand.
I would like to remind you the closing date for nominations for the
Hal Harpur Award close on the 30th September 2013. I encourage you
as a member of the association to make a nomination; forms can
now be down loaded from our WBA NSW web site,
www.wbansw.org.au/HHA/Nomination.html.
Many thanks go to the sponsors
of prizes for our monthly raffle;
their contributions supplement
the Associations prizes. We
welcome sailbags as a sponsor
and thank them for donating the
cloth bucket bag used during our
monthly raffle draw. I am always
seeking out more sponsors, if you
know of any potential sponsors
please contact me.
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I will be away attending my son’s wedding next month and would like
to make an apology for not being present for our July meeting. Our
Vice President, Ross Mclean will be organising the July meeting.

On the Front Cover

Restoration of Wayfarer
Wayfarer was built by well-known Sydney
shipwright, Charlie Larsen for Peter Luke, a
photographer and a co-founder of the Cruising
Yacht Club of Australia.
Larsen used the
moulds with which he created the 35-foot
Moonbi, aboard which early CYCA member Hal
Evans would win the 1955 Sydney Hobart Yacht
Race. The moulds represented a significant
potential financial saving, and with the permission of John Alden, the
designer, they were extended to make a 40-footer.
Flush decks had always appealed to Peter, and to obtain headroom
below, the plans called for the original sheer line to be raised 11
inches amidships.
Wayfarer was built up to the deck, but Peter ran out of money
finishing her off, and portholes were never added, consequently,
Wayfarer was very dark down below, with no skylights or ports. She
was designed as a yawl, and because the mizzen mast was right on
the waterline, as was the rudder post, Luke constructed a tiller with a
‘U’ in it to get from the rudder stock around the mizzen to the
cockpit.
During the war Peter Luke had joined the Volunteer Coastal Patrol
where his tasks included patrol duty in Wayfarer, standing watch over
troop carriers and warships and guarding strategic sites such as fuel
storage facilities and the munitions depot at Bantry Bay. Wayfarer
eventually got a doghouse, which some say resembled a telephone
box, an after-thought resulting from countless days and nights doing
harbour patrol duty in rain, hail or shine.
Wayfarer sailed in the inaugural Sydney to Hobart in 1945 setting a
record for the slowest race (11 days 6 hours 20 minutes) which still
stands. Subsequently as offshore racing became established in
Australia, Wayfarer sailed in a number of Sydney-Hobart’s, the
Auckland to Sydney and Lord Howe. Later Wayfarer became home
to Peter Luke and his family – for many years in Mosman and
Pittwater before Peter settled at Port Stephens 20 years ago.
Following the purchase of Wayfarer from the family of Peter Luke in
March 2008, Peter and Gayle spent many weekends commuting to
Port Stephens to carry out minor but essential maintenance work
prior to sailing her down to Sydney.

Our June guest speaker is Martin
van der Wal, the Hal Harper
Award winner 2012-2013 and
owner of the sailing yacht Hoana.

Please come along and hear Martin tell how Hoana was repaired and
saved from being written off, to sailing once again!

Finally, a bag for the raffle
tickets draw

THE CAIRNS REPORT
from Chris & Gisela Dicker
We had been away for six months and we were running down our last
hundred miles before Cairns. I asked Gilli what she was looking forward
to most when we got back. "I am looking forward to my first day back at
school,” she answered. Reluctantly she asked me the same question, "I
am looking forward to sailing out to the reef next weekend,” I said
without hesitation.
From Big Woody Island at the top of the Great Sandy Strait we set a
course for Lady Musgrave Island about a hundred miles distant. The
forecast was for winds returning to their proper southerly quarter but the
n'wester was still having a last play with us, eventually that wonderful fair
haired and fair skinned goddess of the south east trade wind won the
vote and after so long of beating and sheltering we finally had the wind in
our favour. Consequently we arrived at Lady Musgrave long before
daylight. Lady Elliot and Lady Musgrave are both coral lagoons and
represent the beginning of the Great Barrier Reef; their narrow entrances
are both unlit. The mate and the captain had a short discussion, "do we
really need to go in there.” "NO" was unanimous so we let fly and left
that beautiful place behind us. As we are life members of the Percy Island
yacht club we felt we could not sail passed without saying hello to those
worthy islanders so the following evening after a 290 mile hop we
anchored in West Bay, Middle Percy island. Once again we were
surprised at the lack of boats in transit. Where is everyone?

Here now we had the whole bright day before us and a fair breeze and
both Gilli and I found ourselves in good company and if we were not
happy, we never would be nor would we deserve to be. We sailed then to
Magnetic Island, near Townsville, where we arrived at 9 in the evening
after a tussle with a port and starboard light which turned out to be a
large ship intent on confusing us. Our green and red lights must also
have confused him (or her) but we had far more to lose. I really am
amazed at how close to the islands these big ships go. We felt our way
into Horseshoe Bay on the depth sounder and our eyes as far open as
they would go.
We left before day light the next day so never actually saw Magnetic
Island and we rolled quite a bit during the night so pulling in and
anchoring is often not worth the trouble.
A third person on board would make all the difference to the watches.
We do have Rupert the bear but he has turned pirate and can no longer
be trusted, then we have Polly the parrot but her batteries are flat and I
never trusted her anyway.

During this time we enjoyed a full moon which rose very early in the
evening. As we were getting north the night watches were warm and
magical. Our next stop was Airlie Beach, Whitsunday to stock up on
water and fresh fruit and vegies. Cyclone Zane was rattling his sabre
along Cape York but we felt very little of his commotion. A couple of
months before this was not the case as cyclone Oswald swept down the
coast and played terrible havoc all the way down to Coffs Harbour.
There is something about Airlie, we are always sad to leave there but after
just one day we were on our way again. For some years there has been a
beautiful three masted ship, about 100 feet long, anchored well out just
south of Airlie, as we sailed past I wondered where she had gone then I
saw her three white masts at a 45 degree angle and the boat surrounded
on all sides by the rocky shore.
The holding is very good there; your anchor may drag but it will soon
catch on a sunken boat!
For a long time I have wanted to anchor in Gloucester Passage, 20 miles
north of Airlie and go ashore to visit the famous Monte's Resort, Gilli has
always thought up some reason why we could not (especially that she did
not want to) you know the type. Anyway if you want to get away from it
all and spend a week I can recommend the eco resort just up the beach
from Monte's.
We really had some wind then and with it some sea but Westwind rolled
along under her twin headsails and we treated ourselves to another night
at anchor under Cape Upstart, so named by Captain Cook. While Gilli was
in the galley next morning I got the anchor up and made all secure while
we drifted off the land, by the time I was ready to hoist the headsails we
were a doing 3.5 knots under bare poles and Raymond (our auto pilot)
was already in charge. Gilli came up with our muesli and fruit and was
surprised that we were under way as she had not heard the engine. We
enjoyed our breakfast with not a scrap of sail up while Westwind mooned
her way along the big wide pathway. We sailed directly over the wreck of
the Tongala, which foundered a hundred or so years ago with the loss of
many live. The sea is treacherous and we are fallible.

Great Palm Island lies directly on the rumb line between Magnetic Island
and Fitzroy Island but we managed to avoid it at the last moment.
Westwind passed 13 miles to seaward of Hinchinbrook but the silhouette
was still magnificent. Our last night at sea was spent under reduced
canvas with a fair breeze and so we arrived at Fitzroy well before daylight.
Even though it was a weekend, there was neither a boat nor soul to be
seen. We would have sailed through to our marina but the tides were not
right so we had to wait. Meantime I dived in to scrub the prop and have
a good look at our boat after 5,000 miles and found her to be A1. The
last 20 miles to Blue Water Marina was sailed at a relaxed pace and we
cleared the shallows with 3 inches to spare. Our neighbours took our
lines and we were greeted as if we had just been out to the reef for the
weekend.
In the following week Gilli got to go back to her school kids and we did
sail out to the reef. The sky also dumped 300 mm of rain on us but at the
time of writing this the weather is heavenly dry season tropics and if Mike
Warner wants to kill me I am sorry, we are leaving for Germany and
France tomorrow.
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New Members

A correction to last month’s names; it should be Peter Joseph not Peter
Vossoh. Apologies Peter. The editor blames the Membership Secretary!
This month we welcome four new members:
 Wayne Connell of Connell’s Point who has a 21ft carvel planked
boat.
 Angela Catterns of Balmain with a Folkboat
 David Glasson who has an ex MSB Dog Boat
 Peter Kershaw of Avalon who has a 42ft cutter
We look forward to seeing you at our meetings and collecting your new
members bag.

Raffle Prize Winners

Firstly, we can announce that Alan Williams didn’t win the raffle, but he
did purchase tickets. Whether they were in the raffle bag for drawing is
subject to investigation.
Pictured are the two winners of
our May meeting raffle holding
the WBA life ring, (that is not a
prize).
1st prize: Don Roberts
and
2nd prize: Marilyn Jones

Next Meeting Tuesday 11th June
Guest speaker Martin van der Wal
Winner of the 2012 Hal Harpur Award

Based on a series of highly popular articles written for
Classic Boat Magazine, this witty collection recalls some of
the incidents the author has survived in over half a century
of messing about in boats. Most sailors will find something
to relate to in these escapades from around the world and
they will bring a wry smile to any boaters’ lips. The author’s
wonderfully witty cartoons help bring
these anecdotes to life. All these
stories are true, so WBA member Alan
Williams writes under a pen name so
that his architectural clients do not
think they are entrusting their work to a seagoing Mr Bean.
Copies are available from Boat Books in Crows Nest at $24.95 or
less on Amazon. WBA members can get copies from Alan at
meetings for $20.

— — ON THE HORIZON — —
THIS YEAR 2013
June 11
July 9
July 26 – 28
August 13
September 10
October 8
Sunday 13 October
November 2-3
November 12
November 15–17
December 10

WBA meeting – Presentation by the winner of the 2012 Hal Harpur Award, Martin van der Wal
WBA meeting – tba
Timber & Working with Wood Show, Sydney Olympic Park. See www.iexh.com.au
WBA meeting – Guest speaker John Diacopoulos ‘From Workboat to Day boat’.
WBA meeting – Tom Hughes, Knot your usual lecture
WBA meeting – Guest speaker, Peter Kershaw ‘Rebuilding of the UTIEKAH II’
SASC Gaffer’s Day ‘A Rally on Sydney Harbour for Classic Yachts and Yachts which Hoist a Spar’
Timber Boat Festival, RMYC, Pittwater. http://www.royalmotor.com.au/
WBA meeting – Annual General Meeting
Narooma BoatsAfloat Festival
WBA meeting – Hal Harpur Award winner/end of year dinner 2013.

NEXT YEAR 2014
January 14
February 11
March 11
March 6-March 9th
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WBA Meeting
WBA Meeting
WBA Meeting
Royal Geelong Yacht Club’s Wooden Boat Festival

NOT THE PITTWATER REPORT
from Splinter
Hi Mr Editor,
Sorry I have been a bit tardy with my correspondence whilst away; here is
a little update of my latest wanderings if you are looking for something
for Scuttlebutt.
After having recovered from a rough trip home from Hobart in February I
felt the urge to get as far away from the sea as possible. I am currently
cruising in my land yacht in far northwest Queensland travelling the
Savannah Way from Ravenshoe to Normanton. I am writing this camped
by a beautiful oasis, sorry billabong, which I stumbled upon yesterday
afternoon, right on beer time 20 km west of Georgetown.

INFORMATION GUIDE from Brett Mould @ Norglass
UNDERSTANDING ANTI-FOULING
What is anti-fouling Paint?
In salt water there are teeming thousands upon thousands of small creatures
swimming along or carried by currents upon spawning. In the food chain size
is important. The larger the organism the smaller the number of predators.
However nature also provides some animals with the ability to feed while they
are stationary, like mussels, oysters and barnacles for example. They feed by
ingesting passing particles carried by currents and wave action. To resist the
turbulence these animals have developed a highly sophisticated cementaceous
adhesive which they use to anchor themselves to any surface. Just like the
vacuum created by a rubber suction cup, but with a powerful glue. Once
attached, these animals grow and propagate, creating colonies or clusters
which in turn captures more passing food……. and so on.
On a boat that is constantly in the water this creates a significant problem,
because left untreated the rudder, propellers, prop shaft and other moving
parts will quickly become so encrusted with growth that they will seize up and
become inoperable. This growth also creates significant drag to a vessels
movement, adding to fuel costs and restricting hull speed.

The solution (?)
Produce a paint coating that repels these organisms by creating a constantly
toxic boundary layer of water next to the hull surface. These paints were
designed to prevent the “fouling” of the surface by marine growth, hence the
name anti-fouling paint. Although simple in principle, it proved extremely
complex to perfect, because of the variations of conditions and toxin release
rates. In cold climates toxin release rates were sluggish but so was the growth
rate. Conversely in warmer waters the release rate increased, but so did the
propagation of growth, meaning that the anti-fouling paint exhausted its
potency much sooner than planned. Once depleted the growth explodes into
being. The answer was to produce an optimum “middle of the road” product
that would cover both cold and warm water conditions.

To be precise the land yacht is moored at 18° 17 59 S 143° 21 04 E. It is
hard to put into words the beauty of this billabong with thousands of
flowering water lilies, the exquisite bird life and herd of very healthy
Brahman cattle grazing on the lush green grass, and best of all, ITS FREE.
I have learned much about the ancient continent upon which we all live
on this trip, to name a couple, limestone caves in Chillagoe Mungana
National Park, and the Undara Volcano lava tubes near Mt Surprise which
were formed as recently as 190,000 years ago. The real interesting thing
that has come from the geological studies in the area is that the basalt
and granite rocks here pre date that of rocks found in both the Andes
and the Rocky Mountains by millions of years. It is thought that the
Australian continent once had mountain ranges to dwarf those ranges
and they have been eroded away over the eons of time to form the vast
plains of our inland today. Needless to say it is very easy to become
philosophical about where we mere humans fit into this big picture, I say
best just get out and enjoy life.

Adding to this complexity the environment also creates a pot-pourri of other
intangibles. Rainfall, water temperature, salinity, tidal flows, localised
pollution, effluent outflows, land mass phosphates/fertilisers…….. all
contributing to this aquatic “soup”. Then we have photosynthesis which
creates the slime, algae and grasses not repelled by the normal toxins.
Although confined to the sunlight zone, this development also causes havoc
with hull speed and visual ascetics…. and the problems do not end there.
Other creatures like Teredo Worm love the cellulose of wood. These animals
will burrow into timber (when not repelled) and leave an entry point of a
millimetre hole. Once inside they eat out the wood by “honeycombing” the
entire plank and growing to a length in excess of a metre and as thick as a
mans thumb. Next time you are down at a jetty, look at the timber piles and
you will see the effect of Teredo Worm.

ANTIFOULING PAINT
There are 2 basic types of anti-fouling paints, hard and soft. Those that allow
the release of the toxins through the paint film, and those that shed part of
the paint binder/toxins in layers through friction. The latter are referred to as
“soft” or “erodible” coatings. The “hard” or “contact leaching” types leave a
spent coating of resin binder behind (like holey Swiss cheese) at the time of
repainting. This means that the re-coating process builds on top of the
existing film. Although this may result in some stripping of the paint layers in
12-15 years time it also helps to enhance annual repainting because there is
normally a “reservoir” of remaining toxin in the old coat to enhance the
performance of the new one.
Soft, or erodible coatings, were designed to give commercial vessels an
economy of scale. If a boat had to undergo frequent slipping’s for routine
survey inspections, then it was prudent to use an anti-fouling paint that did
not last as long, but was easily washed off and replaced with a new coat…….
eliminating build-up. Because this type works on friction it was necessary to
impose a speed limit of less then 10 knots. Exceeding that speed simply tore
the paint film off too quickly leaving nothing remaining when the vessel
stopped. Although technology has now produced high speed versions of these
coatings they still rely on the shedding process.
Erodible anti-fouling’s were developed for the international shipping market
where continuous hull friction created a “smoother” underwater profile by
wearing away the high spots and as a consequence creating substantial fuel
savings. This type of product has no advantage for a recreational vessel
sitting on a mooring 6 days out of 7.

Greetings to all my WBA friends, the road will lead me back
sometime.....happy cruising
...Splinter.

SELECTION
Here lies a minefield of controversy. Put 10 boating people together and raise
the topic of anti-fouling and there will be 10 “expert” opinions on which
product is best (and which ones are “rubbish”). Then there will be application
advice on brush versus roller usage and what “brews” can be made to improve
performance…….. chilli powder – sump oil – antibiotics – anti-fungal additives
and so on. These do not enhance the performance of these paints and will
affect the controlled release rate of the toxins.
Continues on page 8
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PROGRESS OF WAYFARER
Peter and Gayle Smith are restoring Wayfarer, a John Alden design and one of
the original boats to have competed in the first Sydney Hobart in 1945. The first
race was a thriller, with storms and yachts thought for days to be lost. Peter
Luke, owner and skipper of the 12.2m (40ft) Wayfarer and a co-founder of the
Cruising Yacht Club of Australia, set a record in that race that stands today – the
longest-ever time to finish the 628 nautical mile course, 11 days 6 hours 20
minutes.
Peter Luke had a passion for sailing and read widely on the subject, developing a
great understanding of sailing yachts and how they're handled but was a
cruising man at heart. He
participated in a total of
four Hobart races in
Wayfarer, 1945, 1946, 1950
and 1951, finishing only
two of them.

from Peter Smith
We had arranged a new 37hp Nanni engine with a compact gearbox. This will
be about a third of the weight of the previous engine and should sit under the
cockpit.
Lifting the old engine was fairly quick revealing a black hole. Fifty years of oil,
grease, dirt etc. It had a consistency of butter mixed with black text ink. I had
wondered why the limber holes under the engine were 50mm above the keel.

For the past 18 months
Wayfarer has been looking
lost and unloved carrying
the scars caused by
replacing 26 knees and
replacing the deck. The
plan was to slip her for an
anti foul, sand the hull and
inspect the stern tube. We had concerns the tube was leaking water into the
stern timbers. As a new engine and prop shaft were soon to be installed it was
a good time to check the tube.
Soon after she came out of the water, the stern tube was removed. The
corrosion was severe and apart from the various holes it was almost broken in
half. While another tube was made I started sanding the hull. It was easy to

Spotted Gum beds were made from 160mm x 120mm beams
When I removed the 35 litres of muck, I found a second set of holes at the true
keel. The sludge was 250mm deep explaining the odd location of the limber
holes.
The Perkins and gearbox weighed about 440kg. Removing the engine raised
the stern by about 200mm and significantly changed the trim of the boat.
With the engine out I can see she used to drag her stern with the weight in the
heavy engine in the stern. It will be interesting to see the effect of the Nanni
which is more than 200kg lighter.

The old & new stern tubes
sand the middle section, the bow was a bit harder and the stern is a pain. Not
only did I need to push the sander onto the hull it was the bending under the
counter and reaching up to the hull made it a job for a contortionist.
As the paint came off the Huon Pine was revealed. Simply beautiful. Some
suggested I take off all the paint and change to a varnish finish. The slipway
would love the regular visits to maintain the finish. So NO, the undercoat and
paint went back on to give a smooth, cared for, finish.
When the stern tube arrived it was 5mm larger in diameter than the original
and importantly the hole in the stern.
Rather than spending time
setting up a booting bar with a
means of guiding the cutter it
was decided to make up a bar
with a solid steel section of the
desired size. This was heated
to red hot with an oxy torch
and promptly pushed into the
existing hole. In a short time
we had a smooth hole through
the stern timber. The stern
tube was fitted with a few
adjustments and the boat put
back
in
the
water.
At last she started to look loved again and preparations for the new motor
could be started.
Wayfarer was fitted with a Perkins P3 33hp diesel with a very long gearbox.
The engine was hard to operate and intruded into the living area of the boat.
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With
the
old
engine out of the
way, I could scrape
off many layers of
old paint and, as
you can see, polish
the copper rove
heads
prior
to
painting.
The Perkins sump
had required a
large section to be
cut out of the hull
floors a bit like
Wayfarer ready for engine
Terry
Thomas's
teeth. The Nanni is much smaller and is not near the cut out in the floor
timber. A 270mm x 125mm section was scarfed into the gap in the floor
timber returning that part to close to the builder’s original construction.
The new engine location required the engine beds to be relocated. Some
spotted gum beds were made from 160mm x 120mm beams. These are quite
large and heavy. In fact the timber doesn't float if dropped into salt water.
When they were in place, the timber looked beautiful and it was almost a
shame to paint, then however the memories of oil and diesel saturated timbers
was too fresh in my
mind. Painted they are.
In the next few weeks
the engine will be
dropped in and then it is
onto the next stage
which will be to replace
the cockpit and the hull
will be closer to being
closed up.
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WBA members may place a non-commercial ad free of
charge if the member’s name and phone no. appear.
Non-members are charged $20 for a text ad (maximum
25 words). $30 with a picture. Ads will run for two
issues, member’s ads longer if you ask for an extension.
Submissions close on the 21st of each month
NOTE: Items for free, No Charge. Contact the Editor,
see page 4 for details.

FOR SALE

Inventory includes: Original Volvo twin cylinder
diesel MD7A, Life jackets, mooring lines, fenders,
running lights, electric bilge pump, boat hook,
danforth anchor and chain, cockpit storm cover
etc.
A classic not to be missed.
HIN is AU–WWA 063258D79 Maritime NSW #
AAM639N
now $13,950 or offers
Contact Nigel Stoke 02 9922 4355 /
nigel@stoke.net.au

FOR SALE

Harrison Butler pocket cruiser Thuella, 24’ LOA,

DEFINITELY NOT FOR SALE
With fewer advertisements this month we had
some space to fill.
Your editor found this piece of history in a
magazine about to be thrown out. From the
Bush Telegraph a publication by Forests NSW,
dated Winter 2005.
Pictured is our long time WBA member &
former Vice President, Dick Branson on his
vessel ‘Starlight’. When this article went to
press, Dick had already enjoyed 15 years of
cruising and fishing on his boat.
The boat is constructed of south coast spotted
gum and was built at Taren Point, Sydney.

Putt Putt/Clinker 15'6"x6'3"x1'6" draught
Built 1929 formally Gosford Waters Mail Boat
Needs a lot of "TLC" $500.00 ONO
Contact Ross 0413 44 55 33

FOR SALE

Motor, Chapman Pup, Single Cylinder 4-1/4HP

Fully Refurbished by AG&VR Rose. In perfect
condition, only used twice. Manual included.
$2,500 ONO Now $2000.00
Contact: Ross 0413 44 55 33

7’1” beam, 4‘ draft: Built Melbourne mid ‘50’s:
Balanced, solid and an even classic double
ender, carvel hull, Huon pine/gum ribs.
Professionally painted + anti fouled Nov ’12
stripped back to planks, filled + faired with
minor re caulking- excellent tight hull. Yacht
owned by succession of shipwrights. Powered
by a well maintained 2nd hand 18 hp Volvo P
2002 with low hours + recon'd original VP
starter motor plus other bits & pieces e.g. new
engine mounts. Standing rigging replaced ‘09
plus new spectra halyards (4) along with Oregon
mast overhauled, new mast light fittings, wiring
including anchor lights + LED mast head+ 2 new
marine batteries. New SS internal chain plates,
stem bow fitting and brushbox samson post.
Warm interior of teak, cedar and silver ash +
leather cover'd seating/sleeping berths for tall
folk- Full custom boat cover doubles as batten'd
shade tent at mooring. Full complement of
workable sails + spinnaker. Original bronze
fittings plus radio/s (not installed) All the hard
structural work now complete - just minor
internal varnishing required.
$19.500 ONO
Reluctant sale. Boat moored North Harbour,
Call Cleveland Rose, mobile 0413 930 002

FOR SALE

FOR SALE

Bella is one of the Couta fishing boats built by
Alex Lacco for commercial use in Port Philip in
the 1950’s. She has been refurbished and well
preserved and has been in Sydney for 25 years.
She is a round bilge 6.2m launch with transom
stern and small cabin house. Hull is reported to
be kauri with plywood deck, and small Oregon
signal mast.
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Double ender red cedar and white beech cold
moulded peapod style wooden boat. Designed
by Richard Leplastrier and built by Bruce Keir. It
has leeboards, rowlocks and oars. It's sloop
rigged with a mainsail and headsail and an
unstayed Oregon mast. Recently refurbished in
Bruce's workshop it has an epoxy finish and
dynel below the waterline.
Comes with a
custom built formply trailer.
Contact: cynthia_brook@hotmail.com

Continuation from page 5
The essential thing with all anti-fouling applications is to not exceed the
prescribed coverage rate specified by the manufacturer. The correct film
thickness (evenly applied) means that the toxic boundary layer of water will
be uniform, and the performance likewise. Cutting corners by inadequate
preparation, thinning the paint, or ignoring relaunch time minimums (drying
times) will only lead to poor performance and increased costs later on.
Painting propellers require special attention because the vortex created, at
speed tears the paint from the leading edges and then continues to work back
to towards the shaft. When stationary, the areas without anti-fouling will
attract growth and eventually the whole propeller will become fouled and
restrict movement. Only the “hard” types of anti-fouling (like Topflight) should
be used. Several coats with emphasis on getting more paint on the outer
edge is desirable. (see diagram 1) Allowing additional drying time is also
worthwhile. Painting the propellers first will enable more coats to be applied
and provide the longest drying times

What are the Toxins?
All anti-fouling paints contain copper as the main repellent. There are 2 forms
of copper: Copper (cuprous oxide) and copper (cuprous thyocianate). The
latter is less corrosive to aluminium than the full blown cuprous oxide is but
corrosive nonetheless. Other additives to control slime/weed only play a
minor role. The main problem is caused by barnacles, tubeworm, teredo worm
and only copper is a satisfactory deterrent.
This copper is released into the water by a controlled leaching process called
hydrolysing. This rate is 2.5 to 7 micrograms (millionths of a gram) per square
centimetre per 24 hours. (see diagram 2) Within this range the paint will
The cuprous oxide levels in NORGLASS ANTI-FOULINGS dictate what colours
can be made. By using a low tint strength copper colours such as blue, black
and green can be created. Obtaining other colours are only possible by using
the less effective copper thiocyanate.

Selection

remain active for as long as the copper is being released. When exhausted,
the marine growth will start to re-established within hours. The higher the
copper content of the paint the longer it will take to be released, which
translates into longer periods between slipping.

Limitations to colour range



Any vessel doing 10 knots or over should not use Soft Copper antifouling’s.



Boats made of aluminium, or those with stern drives or sail drives must
not use NORGLASS ANTI-FOULINGS. Select a brand containing
copper Thiocyanate and follow the manufacturers instructions to the
letter.
Boats doing less than 10 knots should seriously consider upgrading to
the hard (contact leaching) anti-fouling’s as value for money is obvious.
(TOPFLIGHT RED, BLACK or BLUE)
Craft that use a travel-lift or crane for haul-out should not use Soft
Copper anti-fouling’s because the slings will tear the paint off upon reentry. The paint is too soft.
 Soft copper anti-fouling’s can only
have more Soft Copper paint applied over
them (brand irrelevant). To use a hard type,
the old soft copper must be totally removed.
 Hard type anti-fouling’s are generally
compatible brand to brand and, given normal
preparation, not a problem.




 Active constituents of all anti-fouling’s
must, by law be stated on the main panel of
the label. Comparing the price and the stated
grams per litre (g/l) can.

NORGLASS LABORATORIES PTY LTD
ABN: 92 001 807 245
Factory:
59 Moxon Rd, Punchbowl NSW 2196 Ph: 02
9708 2200 Fax: 02 9796 3069
Email: norglass@bigpond.net.au
Postal:
P.O Box 312, Neutral Bay NSW 2089

To be continued next edition
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